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The Vessels of Great Fallen Souls
By Zeya Wu (photo 1: Granary Burying Ground, Photo 2: Angelus-Rosedale Cemetery)

Human beings have long been searching for immortality ever since the dawn of our civilization. Gilgamesh, being
one of the first to set out on the journey to find eternal life, eventually came back enlightened on the true meaning of
death. He reached the conclusion that physical death is not actually the ultimate death. Even though our body will
one day perish, the final death only occurs when there is not a single living person left in the world who remembers
that dead individual. In other words, for those significant historical figures, they did indeed obtain immortality.
Their existences brought such a great impact to our world that their souls will never fade away, and their names will
forever be engraved in our hearts. And one way to preserve their immortality is through the establishment of
cemeteries and graveyards, so that they may continue to live on in the form of our memories. As the virtual tour led
us to the Granary Burying Ground on Tremont Street, I immediately recalled the time I visited Angelus-Rosedale
Cemetery in Los Angeles. I could not help but associate these majestic cemeteries with the theme of memories.

The Granary Burying Ground has sheltered the souls of many indispensable figures to American history—John Hancock,
James Otis, and Samuel Adams to name a few. We cannot pay enough tribute to these individuals, as they essentially
helped in building the America we live in today. What fascinated me the most, however, was the central obelisk that stood
out among all of the other gravestones. It made me wonder how important did the person have to be to secure the most
prominent spot in the entire cemetery. And it did not surprise me to to learn that the obelisk commemorates the lives of
founding father Benjamin Franklin’s parents. These incredible people truly deserve a spot in our memories for how much
they have contributed to our country. On the other hand, even though the Angelus-Rosedale Cemetery is not known for
being the burial ground of people as famous as the aforementioned ones, there are still numerous remarkable interments
here, including the Lieutenant colonel of the U.S. Army Allen Allensworth, Hall of Fame baseball player Frank Chance,
world-renowned magician Harry Kellar and many more. The picture on the right had the most interesting design to me, as
it shapes like a pyramid built entirely of black granite, in fact, it is a mausoleum used to commemorate Emma and Lewis
Grigsby, who are interestingly known for their gift of chimes to the Wilshire Boulevard Congregational Church. All these
people mentioned above were extraordinary individuals whose lives brought joy and betterment to our world, despite the
fact that we do not personally know them, we should still show our utmost respect and appreciation to them and to the
cemeteries riddled with these great memories. They are truly the vessels of humanity’s great fallen souls.
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